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garnered, ranging from ex-slave narratives to tall tales of
South Dakota and special studies like those of Swedes and
Finns in New Jersey and Armenians in Massachusetts, with
photographs embellishing each volume. The Guides proffered
a rich documentation of the American map, mile by mile,
unearthing legends and bypaths that might otherwise have
perished, or silhouetting local economic situations with sud-
den clarity.
The WPA's Historical Records Survey, instituted in 1936,
sent forth relief workers to take inventories of local public
records stored in city-hall cellars, courthouse garrets and li-
brary lofts, to index old newspaper files, to make abstracts of
court cases wherein nuggets of local history were embedded,
to examine business archives and church records and even to
scrutinize moldering tombstones for vital statistics* The allied
survey of federal archives combed the land for national ad-
ministrative and historical documents. Luckily, the recent
perfecting of microfilm rendered possible the photographic
preservation of millions of pages crumbling into decay. A
special division (eventually absorbed into the National Park
Service) measured some twenty-three hundred historic build-
ings, making thousands of diagrams, sketches and photo-
graphs for posterity. In this way the negligence of many
communities in preserving their past was to an important
degree redressed.
Under brunt of the economic storm the theater creaked
distressfully. Two thirds of Manhattan's playhouses were
shut in 1931, the Shuberts plunged into receivership, eight
out of ten offerings in the 1932-1933 season failed, and
thousands of actors faced penury. In 1932, in desperate hope
of a job with the "talkies," no less than twenty-two thou-
sand registered with Hollywood casting bureaus. Vaudeville
troupers, chorus performers, extras, stagehands, stage me-
chanics and musicians were also hard hit. Little wonder that
in such circles the leftist gospel exerted a strong appeal, ex-
pressing itself through "agit-prop" troupes playing to met-

